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Abstract
The extent and geographical distribution of degraded lands like Salt-affected lands,
areas under soil erosion and shifting cultivation, waterlogged areas, and ravines, form
an essential input for planning reclanlatioidconservation progranmes. Remote sensing
satellites provide timely, accurate and reliable data on degraded lands at definite time
intervals in a cost effective manner. Experiments have been cmied out to map and
monitor the areas with erosion and shifting cultivation and salt-affected soils, using
remotely sensed data from Landsat MSS, TM and Indian Remote Sensing satellite
(IRS) sensors. The details of the methodology enlployed to derive information from
remotely sensed data on above mentioned degraded landsand the results of the
experiment are discussed in this paper. The salt-affected soils of India have been
mapped for the whole counhy at 1:250,000 scale by the National Remote Sensing
Agency (Hyderabad) in association with National organisations like National Bureau
of Soil Survey andLandUse
planning, Al1 India Soil and Ldlduse Survey and
provincial soil survey organisations and Agricultural Universities. The changes in the
spatial extent of eroded and shifting cultivation areas and salt-affected soils are also
studied usingmulti-temporal
satellite data. The development of satellite image
processing, artificial intelligence, global positioning system
and
mathematical
morphology has
promoted
the use
of
GIS technology for storage, retrieval,
management and analysis of spatial data as well as solving decision making problems.
The information generated on degraded lands through remote sensing data and other
ancillary information available are stored in GIS to perform integrated analysis.
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Throughout the world the concem for the environment is increasing day by day due
to
physical, chemical and biological degradation of the natural resources that have ledto the
ecological imbalances. The over-exploitation and mismanagement of land resources have
resulted in the degradation of land, a major environmental issuein the conternporary times.
Nearly 175 million hectaresof land in India is subject to one or other kind of degradational
process (DA&1985). Themain degradational processes operatingon land are erosion (mater
and windj, accumulation of excess salt (salinization / dkalisation), chemical degradation
(toxicitiesl deficiencies), physical degradation, biological degradation (decrease
in flora and
fauna) and waterlogging. About 150 million hectares of land are suffering from different
types of erosion, out of which 69 nillion hectares are in severe deterioration phase (ANON,
1976). The salt-affectedsoils and waterlogged areas are reported in 7 million hectares and6
million hectares, respectively BALI, 1985). About 4.36 million hectares of forest land is
under shifting cultivation that leads to
acsderated soi1 erosion.
Hence, the timely informatîon on the extent and geographicd distribution of degraded
lands viz., areas under sail erosion and shifting cultivation,salt affected soils, waterlogged
mas, ravines,etc.forms
an essentialinput for planningreclamation / conservation
programmes of these lands. Moreover, these lands are
to be monitored at regularintends of
tirne to hmw the impactof the irnplemented reclamation
/ conservation measures.

Among the nrw technologies developed for the study of natural resources the space
borne remote sensing technology in association wîth cornputer technology proved
to be the
mostvaluableonetostudythe
various aspects of environmentd degradation.The
systematic efforts in the application of remote sensing technology in the shdy of natural
resources has resulted in the development of well established methodologies for mapping
and monitoringof various degraded lands
in a cost effective manner.
In India, initiallyaerialphotographswereusedinderivinginformationondegraded
lands (I(hhPH0RST and IYER. 1972; IYER et al. 1975). The application of remotdy sensed
data in mapping degaded lands h m space borne sensorsstxted with the launch of the first
Edsth Resources Technology Satellite lERTS-l/Landsat-I. However? the satellites LandsatTM, SPOTand Indian RemoteSensingSatellites @PSI withbetterspatialandspectral
resolution, enabled to map and monitor degraded lands more efficiently. Many studies are
reported in literatureon the use of Landsat-MSS, T’hl, R S and SPOT data for inventog of
degraded lands. Studies are canied out on mapping eroded lands (VENKATAMTNAM and
RAO, 1977; RA0 et al. 19801, ravines (NRSA, 1981; I W E et al., 1988), watershed
salt-affected
soils
prioritisation ( D o m et ul., 1985, S ~ D etA al., 1993),
(VENKATARATNAM, 1983, 1984; BAJWAet aL, 1990) and shifting cultivation ~KUSHWAHA
and UNNI,1987).
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Geographical information system (GIS)
Theadvancementsinthefield
of computertechnology,imageprocessing,global
positionsystemandmathematicalmorphologyhaveresulted
in thedevelopment of
Geographical Information System (,GIS)technology for storage, retrieval, management of
spatial data (e.g. maps derived
from remotely sensed data etc.), attribute data
(cg. soil
properties, clinlatic parametersetc.) and other related ancillluy information
more efficiently.
GIS proved to be an effective tool in handling spatial data available at different scales,
voluminouspointdatasuchassoilinformation,rainfall,temperatureetc.andsocioeconomic data and to perform integrated analysis
of data on various resources
of any region
and to arrive at optimum solutions for various problems. In India,
GIS is being used in
various fields suchas for optimum land use planning, planning
for sustainable development
of land resources, assessrnentof crop water requirements, development of wastelands etc.
The efforts are going on to use GIS in crop yield modelling, developing measures
for
reclamation / management ofSalt-affectedsoils,quantification
of soillosstosuggest
suitable conservation processes, evaluation of soils for various purposes like horticulture,
agroforestry, silvipasture, and aquaculture development.

Methodology
The two methods used in the interpretation and analysis of remotely sensed data to
derive information on degraded lands are visual interpretation and digital malysis. Visual
interpretation involves identification and delineationof degaded lands that are manifested
on False Colour Composite (PCC) or black & white prints in different size, shape, tone,
texture, pattern etc. The remotely sensed data in Computer Compatible Tapes (CCTs) or
floppies or diskettes are analysed
with the helpof computers having image analysis software
packages. The spechal reflectance of degraded lands forms the basis in the digital analysis.
Both visual and digital techniques are usedin extracting valuable infolmation on degraded
lands from remotely sensed data.
The False Color Compositesor Computer Compatible Tapes are analysed initially with
the help of topographical maps, published reportsand other available ancillary data; broad
categories of degraded lands will be delineated. Again each unit will be. divided into subunits onthe bais of erosion statu or drainage density or vegetation cover or land These
use.
delineatedunitswillbetransferredontobasemapspreparedfromSurvey
of India
topographical maps. Representdtive sample
areas will be selected for various degraded lands
for ground truth collection. During field visits, features
of topography and soil profiles will
be studied, site characteristics and soil samples will be collected
for laboratory analysis.The
preliminary interpreted maps will be modii-ied in the light of field data and soil chemical
analytical data;final maps are prepared with appropriate legend.
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Soi1 erssisn and shifting cultivation
Satellite datafrom spaceborne sensors, namely Landsat
MSS, Th4 and IRS-LISS-I& II,
were used for qualitative assessment of areas, being subject to soil erosion and to shifting
cultivation practices INRSA, 1990) in parts ofnorth eastern India. Based on length and
degree of dope from topographical maps, land use / land cover and soil characteristics as
revealed by Landsat Tb4 data and otherrelatedancillarydata,
four soil erosion classes
namely ni1 to slight, moderate, severeto very severe and very severe could he mapped in
parts of Manipur state. Figure 1 shows the soil erosion map of the test site at 1:250,000
scde. The eroded areas and shifting cultivation patches were mmifested distinctly on the
FCC. The shifting cultivation areas appeared in small and irregular patches with bright
yellowisls white tone (freshly cut areas) or black tones (burnt areas) in the background of
forest vegetation, which appeared in red / magenta tone on the FCC. The severe to very
severe erosion class occupied 44.1 8 k m 2 . followed by ni1 to slight class 20.81 km2. The
moderateandvery
severe erosionclasses are encountered in 1.94 and 8.63 k m * area,
respectively. The shifting cultivation area was found to be 0.40 km2. FCCs obtained from
Landsat MSS sensor(with 80m spatialresolution)and TM sensor (with 30111 spatial
resolution) were evaluatedfor delineation of eroded areas and shifting cultivation areas. It
WBS observed that Landsat TRI3 data with 30 m spatial resolution enabled better delineation
of small units of eroded and shifting cultivation areas as compared to Landsat MSS data
with 50 meter spatial resolutionat 1:250,000 scale.
A small part of the test site \vas taken up to map eroded and shifting cultivation areas
using 1:50,000 scale LandsatTM FCC (Fig. 2). At the 1:50,000 scale above mentioned four
soil erosion classes could be mapped
as pure units and smallm a s that could not be resolved
at 1:250,000scale (due to scale Limitation) could also be picked up. In the case of shifting
cultivation, current and abandoned
a r a s could be identified
and mapped.
The digital analytical technique was attemptedfor the test site inManipur with Landsat
TM data.Niltoslight,moderateandsevere
to verysevereerosionclassescouldbe
classified as against four erosion classes in visual interpretation because digital analysis
depends solely on spectral response of classes. The third and fourth erosion classes (in
visuallyintenpreted map) mhibited sllmost similar spectralresponse and could not be
classified separately.
In Worth EasternStatesthesoil
erosion dependsmostly on intensity of shifting
cultivation.Hence,the areas undershiftingcultivationshouldbemonitoredat
regular
intervals. Multidate satellite data
with a time gap of 8 years were taken to demonstrate their
utility for monitoring purpose in south Tripura state. The eroded and shifting cultivation
areas around Gumti reservoir in South Tripura district, Tripura were mappedat 1:250,000
scale, using Landsat MSS data of 15th April, 1975 and Landsat TM data of 26th Nlarch,
1986 (NRSA, 1990). The area statistics of erosion classes andshifting cultivation are given
in table 1.
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Figure 1. Soi1 erosion map of part of Imphal Valley Manipur (based on visual interpretation of
Landsat TM data, dated January30, 1986).
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Figure 2. Soi1 erosion map of the area around Senamkom North Manipur (based on visual
interpretation of Landsat TM data, dated January 30, 1986).
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In the test site the area underni1 to slight erosion class decreased from 19.46% in 1978
to 5.62% in 1986. The area under moderate erosion has increased from 30.94 to 36.97%
during the same period. Sinilar trend of increase was found in the severe to very severe
class during 8 years of t h e . The shifting cultivation area increased from 5.13% i n 1978
(Fig. 3) to 6.54%in 1986 (Fig.4).
Table 1. Area of erosion classes and shifting cultivation.
Emsion
class

ApriI 197s
No. of polygons
Sc of total
arca

Nil to slight (Valley
06.73f
i
l
l
)
Nil to slight (Three storey)
Moderate
30.94
Severe to very severe
34.10
JhUmlZUldS

28
23
27
13
405

06.73
19.46
36.67
05.13

M m h 1986
No. of
$6 of total
polyaons
arecl
28
15
22
11
512

05.62
42.77
06.54

9 of
variation

- 13.84

+ 05.73
+ 08.67
+01.41

Salt-affected soils
Salt-affected soils have distinct expression on the FCCs in bright to du11 white tone
patches witlin the background of normal soils supporting good vegetation (that appearsas
bright red / magenta tone).The salt-affected soils with poor cropgrowth appear in dullred
tone / mottled toneand enable to identify and map them.In general, theFCCs of Februaryhlarch period were found suitable to map salt-atfected soils in the Indo-Gangetic alluvial
plain and other areas. In certain cases, especially in black soil areas, data of two different
seasons helpin better delineationof these soils in addition to more intensive ground
buth.
The salt-affected soils of hdia have been mapped at 1:25@,000 scale through visual
interpretation of Landsat TM/IRS imagery at the National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA,
Hyderabad) in association with the National Bureau
of Soil Survey and Land Use Planning
(Nagpur), Al1 India Soil and Land Use Survey(NewDelhi)andstategovernment
organisations. The legend of the salt-affected soil map shows physiographic units, nature
of
the problem (saline / saline-sodic / sodic), magnitude of the problem (slight / moderate /
strong) and extent of problem in each mapping unit ( d 3 , 1/3-2/3, >2/3 ). Figure 3 shows
salt-dfected soils in parts of Pali district, Rdjasthan dong with the legend.
NRSA has also mapped salt-affected soils at 1:50,0@@ scale on a limited extent, using
Landsat TM and IRS FCC imagery at the same scale.
The salt-affected soil maps have been
prepared for Mainpuri and Unnao districts of Uttar Pradesh and for South Coastal districts
of Andhra Pradesh. The map shows the physiographic unit, type of salt-affected soil and
magnitude of the problem. At 1:50,000 scale, pure units could be mapped and even small
units, notto be mapped at 1:250,000 scale, could
also be delineated.
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Figure 3. Salt-affected areas in parts of Pali District, Rajasthan (hased on visual interpretation
of Landsat TM imagery with adequate fieldchecks).
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Figure 4. Salt-affected soils of Mainpuri District (U.P.j based on visual interpretation of :
(a) Landsat MSS data of February 28, 1975; (b) Landsat Th4 data of Mach 9, 1986.
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Digital techniques were also used to study especidly the salt-affected soils of IndoGangetic plains. For the firstt h e in the country, vENICATARATN,4bl and RA0 ( 1977) have
used the multispectraldata analysis system for the categorjzation
of salt-affected soils of the
Punjab stnte, usingthedigitaldata
of Landsat-2. VEM*TA&~TNAM and UV SANI~;-R
( 1992) used Landsat-TM digital data to
classify salt-affected soils in Mainpuri district of
Uttar Pradesh along with other degraded lands. The salt-affected soils could be classified
into strongly sodic and moderately sodic soils andarea
theunder these classes were foundto
be 55,092 ha and 63.677 ha, respectirely.
Multidate satellite data covering extensive areas are the only nmns for monitoring the
salt-affected soils overa period of t h e . Many studies are reportedin literature deding with
monitoring of salinity / alkalinity in the soils. VENKATARATNAM
( 1963, 1984) has used the
multitemporal dataof Lmdsat to monitor thesalt-dfected soils vis-h-vis reclamatory efforts
taken by the state govenunent authorities
for parts of Puri-jab and Haryana States. According
to him, monitoring of salt-affected areas of Indo-Gangutic plainscm be effectively doneby
using multitemporal data on any multispectral data analysis system. The salt-affectedsoils
are monitored in Mainpuri district of Uttar Pradesh, using Landsat MSS data of 1975 and
Landsat T M data of 1986 (RA0et al., 1994), following a visual interpretation approach.
Figure 4a shows a salt-affected soi1 map for the year 1975 and figure4b for the year 1986.
The area statistics of different categories of salt-affected soils in both yexs are given in
Table 2.
Table 2 shows that over a period of 1 1 years, the spatial extentof salt-affected soils kas
decreased.Thesalt-affectedsoilsundertheunit
> 85% affected,decreased from
1,074,450ha in 1975 to 1,018,806 ha in 1986. In the case of units 50-85% affected and2050%affectedunitsthesalt-affectedareasdecreasedmarginally
by 1.54% and 0.9%
respectively.
Table 2. Area statistics of different categories of salt-affected soils.
No.
SI.
1.

Category of
salt-affecteil soils

> 85%

Areal extcnt (ha)
197.5
1986
1986
1,074,450

1,028.8U6

3 total are8

Remxks

1975
40.17

19.66

Significant d e c ~ a s e
(11J.514.)

2.

50-855.

3.

< 20-506

22,500
14,800
9.131

13,031

3.41

5.25

Marginal increase (1.84%)

2.10

3.00

Muyinal incrcase (0.99.)

In one of the recent projects, the degraded lands in ShardaSahayak Command area are
being studied using satellite data from 1975 to 1992 (LandsatMSS-TM and IRS sensors).
For a part of the study area, digital techniques were used to rnonitor the salt-affected and
waterlogged areas. It was observed that the area with salt-affected soils and waterlogging
decreasedfrom1975 to 1992. Inthetestsitethesalt-affectedsoils
duuing 1975 was
estimated to be 29,122 ha; which reduced to 21,205 ha by 1985 and M e r reduced to
12,872 haby 1992.
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Other degraded lands
Besides above mentioned major categories of degraded lands, the other degraded lands
are ravines, waterlogged areas, wetlands and marshy areas. These categories of degaded
lands are also manifested distinctly on remotely sensed imagery. The ravines are seen on
FCC with light greyish brown to dark greyish brown tone with coarse to medium texture
alongthemajorriversystems.
VENKATARATNAM
and RAVI
(1992)classifiedthe
ravines dong theYamunariverinUttarPradeshstateintodeepandshallowravines
through digital analpsis of Landsat TM data. The area estimated under the ravines was
18,470ha in Mainpuri district
of Uttar Pradesh state.
Spaceborne nmltispectral data have been successfully usedin mapping and monitoring
of waterlogged / wetlands / nlarshy areas.The waterlogged areas appearin different shades
ofbluishgreenorgreenishbluepatcheson
FCC withsmoothtexture.Delineation
of
waterlogged areas in black soil region poses problems, where lnultidate imagery was found
to be useful. Efforts are being made to use microwave remote sensing using Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR)data. DWIVEDIet al. (1994) studied the wetlands of Sunderban and
its adjoining areas in West Bengal, using microwave SAR data from ERS-1 satellite. They
could map the coastal and inland wetlands through visual interpretation
of ERS-SAR data in
conjunction with IRS-1B LISS-II data. In the case of coastal wetlands, they could identify
and map the estuaries, creeks and mangrove forests. Similarly,in the inland wetlandsthey
could demarcate lakes / ponds,oxbowlakes,seasonalwaterloggedareasandswanlps
/
marshy areas.
Thelanddegradationproblem(soilerosion)
in thecatchmentaredscanbetackled
scientificallyby managing the soil and water resources on watershed basis. The basic
in step
thisdirection isprioritizingthewatersheds
in thecatchment,totake
up conservation
practices that control soil erosion and sediment inflow into the streams and subsequently
into the reservoirs / waterbodies. Remotely sensed data help to derive at infonnation
on
soils, crops, landuse / land cover etc.,of watersheds in association with topographical maps
and other ancillary data. The spatial data (maps) derived from remotely sensed data and
other attribute data can be efficiently integrated
in Geographical Information System (GIS)
to calculate the sediment yield indices for watersheds, tvhich can used
be for prioritization
of watersheds.
Mining is an important econonlic activity for the development of any country. Mining
for mineral resources
has severe ecological implications if proper planning and management
strategies are not adopted. In India, remotely sensed data
were used to study the impact of
mining on the natural environment with the help of temporal satellite data. Satellite data
were used to study the impactof iron ore nliningon suil-ounding forest cover and
in the coal
field areas to prepare environmental management plans.

GIS for management of Salt-affected soils
A study has been carried out with the objective of extracting the spatial informationon
Salt-affected soils of Unnao district, Uttar Pradesh state using IRS-1B
L1 digital data and to
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calculate the gypsum requirement for the reclamation of salt-affected soils for the avhole
district, using GIS techniques with the help of attrîbute data on salt-affected soils. Image
analysis was canied out using EASJPACE image analysis software package on IEM 6000
workstation. P M W GIS (a raster based package) was used for storing, retrieving and
analysis of spatial and attribute dataon a Sun work station.As the digital dataof the Unnao
district were covered in two adjacent paths (35 & 26) and row 49, the data were rnosaiced
digitally. The satellite data were registered with the topographicalmaps of the district and
resampled to the map through identification of suficient number of ground control points
and the district boundary was extracted. Subsequently, amask was built for thearea falling
outside the district. Based on available information, training areas
were defined for various
land use 1 cover classes includingsalt-affected soils. M e r studying the spectral responseof
salt-affected soils and relating them withsoil properties they couldbe gouped into strong
and moderate degree classes.Then image classification was done to obtain the spatial extent
of salt-affected soils in the district. The base map of the district \vas prepared dong with
road. railway and canal network and scanned using Contex scanner.
The scanned base nlap\vas imported into a PAMM GIS environment. Thesoil sample
points in 17 locations were identifiedand an attribute databasewas created for these points,
including: soil pH,WP, electrical conductivity, gypsum requirement, etc. The classified
file
from remotely sensed datawas also imported into the
GIS environment. In P A " GIS the
overlaying of base rnap, classified data and attribute data kvas done using the "Mapper"
module. Attempts are going on to extrapolate the information available
for 17 points to
other unknown pointsfor the calculationof gypsum requirement for the entire district.

Conclusion
Spaceborne satellite data have become valuable tools in studying the spatial extent of
degraded lands andfor monitoring the changes that have taken place over a period
of time
due to reclamation / conservation measures. The methodologies are well established to
extract precise and timely information on different aspects
of degraded lands in a cost
effectivemanneronoperationalbasis.Thepresentstatusisthattheremotesensing
techniques are being regularly used in the study of degraded lands. The usage of GIS in
storing, retrieving, integrated analysisand presentation of resdts on degraded lands started
on a limited scale. In the near future it evill become a very important tool for handling
voluminous data generated on degraded lands through conventional and remote sensing
techniques and for integrated analysis
of data to derive plansfor reclamation 1 conservation
of natural resources. The fùture generation of satellites withhigherspatialandspectral
resolutions(e.g.
IRS-1C) and advanced GIStechniquesnotonlyenable
to derive
informationondegradedlandsbutalso
to store andmanipulatedataforarrivingat
environment friendly plans.
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